
TAKE A RIKSHA-TOUR 

HAVE A SECOND 
LOOK AT BASEL



Would you like to see more than Basel’s muse-
ums and its humanistic past?

On a second look, Basel reveals many unexpected 
and little known things – all of  them intriguing. Join us 
in a most unusual RIKSHA city tour to learn about the

Rhine pollution catastrophe at Schweizerhalle
Shelter for the homeless
Worker self  managed coop Restaurant Hirscheneck
Soup kitchen; needle and injection room for drug addicts
Youth revolt for more autonomy at the old Stadtgärtnerei
General strike of  1919
Unemployed self  managed Cybercafé Planet 13
Basel alternative currency and where it can be spent

The Riksha drivers are also your guides. Their mus-
cle power gets you to new places. Their brain power to 
new insights. 

The one hour tour is in Small Basel (Kleinbasel): From 
the Lindenberg to the Claraplatz, Klybeckstrasse, 
down to the Rhine boardwalks and from there back to 
the starting point.

For you to continue this discovery tour on your own, 
you will receive 30 BNB (30 CHF worth of  Basel’s 
alternative currency). With it you can enjoy products 
and services offered by the Social Economy Network: 
good meals, a massage to relax, gifts for your loved 
ones. All from businesses that care about an ecologi-
cally and socially sustainable world.

www.viavia.ch/netzbon  

HAVE A SECOND



LOOK AT BASEL
Meet the Riksha driver here at 

the agreed time:
Lindenberg 23 (in front of  Restaurant Hirscheneck)

Sign up for tour with:

Sandro Giustizieri sandro@rikscha-basel.com Tel: 079 687 54 04

Kilian Dellers  kilian@dellers.com Tel: 061 631 31 31

Languages

German | English | French

The tour will last about one hour

Tour Fee

CHF 180.00 (for 1 or 2 people), 
which includes 30 BNB (BonNetzBon)



Bringing about a 
sustainable society 

- socially and ecologically.

We help develop a sustainable region, using also alternative local money called BNB (BonNetzBon). This 
money stays in town. It does not flow into the speculative and globalised markets that often treat nature and 
people in a reckless manner. The Social Economy Association of  Basel was founded in the crisis years of  the 
1990s by small worker self  managed enterprises, self  help initiatives of  the unemployed, and by various civil 
society organisations and individuals promoting a society that is socially and ecologically sustainable. 

Social Economy Association Basel c/o Arbeitslosenkomitee | Klingentalgraben 2 | 4057 Basel

AN IDEA OF THE SOCIAL ECONOMY ASSOCIATION BASEL IN COOPERATION WITH RIKSHA BASEL


